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Oneshot water pill

The share below contains a list of items currently found in OneShot. Green items cannot be selected for use from hand or in combination with other items in the inventory. Inventory Items Title Title Description Using Getting a Light Bulb Big Light Bulb. It's the sun. See the Sun for more information. Found in the basement. TV remote
control It's too hard to read in a dark light. You want to find a password to your computer in the starting room. Found in the bedroom. Bottle of alcohol The smell of liquid is disgusting. You need to make a wet branch. Found in the fridge in the kitchen. dry branch flaky, dry branch from the bathroom plant. You need to make a wet branch.
Found in the bathroom. The wet branch of the tip of the branch is soaked with alcohol. You need to make a torch. Obtained by combining a dry branch with a bottle of alcohol. The torch doesn't give out much light. You need to find the basement key. Obtained using a wet branch on the TV in the living room. basement key This thing looks
old. It is required to unlock the basement. Found in the living room after receiving the torch. Camera Broken camera with a large screwed lens. You need to make a lens. Found in a mine in the porch. Phillips head screwdriver. You need to make a lens. Found in Silver's home in the observation deck. Lens Big Glass Lens. You need to
make an empty battery. Obtained with a screwdriver on camera. An empty bottle of smell alcohol lingers. You want to make a bottle of pond water or a bottle of smoke a by-product combining a dry twig with a bottle of alcohol. Broken battery Apparently battery. It has broken glass. You need to make an empty battery. Received from the
chest in the outpost after strangers it open with a crowbar. Empty battery undamaged, battery. It is currently empty. You need to make a charged battery. Obtained by combining the lens with a broken battery. Charged battery Working, battery. Maximum power. You need to fix the generator at the outpost. Cedric can also be used to fix the
aircraft in the solstice. Obtained by combining a light bulb with an empty battery. bottle of smoke It is full of harmful fumes. You need to make a bottle of acid. Obtained by filling an empty bottle with smoke from an open vent in a shrimp swamp. a bottle of acid It is full of thick liquid acid. You need to make a wet sponge. Obtained by
combining a bottle of smoke with a filled syringe. a wet sponge sponge soaked in acidic solution for cleaning. It takes to clean the Rowbot #310. Obtained by combining the sponge with a bottle of acid. crowbar a makeshift crowbar from the chimney. You want to open a box containing a broken battery and remove the boards at the old
factory. In combination with the light bulb earned the achievement of The Couple Chaotic Evil. Received by crusher in the building at the outpost. metal rod It weighs surprisingly little. You need to make a crowbar. In combination with the light bulb earned the achievement of The Couple Chaotic Evil. Found in the terminal room in the
docks. sponge is a flat sponge with a rough surface. You need to make a wet sponge. Found in an old factory. the empty needle syringe is particularly long. You need to make a filled syringe. Found in one of the dormitories. filled with a syringe He was full of strange liquid from the pond. You need to make a bottle of acid or a bottle of
pond water. Obtained using a syringe on a water pond in a shrimp swamp in Barrens. amber piece of glowing amber with black clover inside. You need to fix the Rowbot and go to Glen. For more information, see the details: Phosphorus. Given Nico Silver before promotion to Glen. strange magazine found in the barren. It is written in an
unknown language. It is required to promote the game when given to George. Found in a safe in the rocks. feather Long and thin feather with glowing edges. You need to make a pen pen. For more information, see the details: Phosphorus. Given Nico Alula. A bottle of dye A small bottle filled with dark blue liquid used for dying wool. You
need to make a pen pen. Trades on wool with Magpie. The tube water label says sample water. You need to make medical water or an empty tube. Required to get the Revival Steam Achievement. Received from a robot at a research station. Seed This seed is apparently left corn. Required to get the Revival Steam Achievement. It's
made from corn. Wool It'... Kind of useless. Barter material with Magpie to get a bottle of dye. Obtained by grazing sheep in the village. pen pen pen from dipping pen into ink. It is required to advance to the Sanctuary. Using it will return it back to the pen. Obtained by combining the pen with a bottle of dye. die to die with glowing dots. It is
required to advance to the tower. For more information, see the details: Phosphorus. Received from George before proceeding to the tower. Button (?) Simple button from the coffee tin. You want to make a magnetized (?) button. Obtained using scissors on a metal can. Magnetized (?) button button with magnets loosely attached. Using it
on the elevator will make you tried. This or you tried required to make a click. Received with magnets on the button (?). Button-button Magnets are fastened with tape. It is required to reach the surface. Obtained by tape a magnetized (?) button or you tried using a tape dispenser in the office. You tried This thought that matters. It's either a
magnetized (?) button that's needed to press a button. Received by trying to use a magnetized (?) button as a Elevator. Magnets Assortment of colorful magnets. Wanted Required magneticized (?) button. Received from the fridge in a large room of the apartment. metal bano- of aluminum. Says COFFEE GROUNDS Wanted to make a
button (?). Received from the cafe. Scissors found among the hair. Need to make a button (?). Received from the room in the apartment. strange film Transparent sheet filled with numbers. Used to find the safety code for the elevator. You don't need to if the code has been resolved by other means. Received from a computer in a room
south of the office. concave lens Large lens, curved inside. You need to fix the camera. Found in Lamplighter's apartment in the back alley. The convex lens of the Large lens, curved outward is required to fix the camera. Found in Lamplighter's apartment in the back alley. thin lens delicately thin lens. You need to fix the camera. Found in
Lamplighter's apartment in the back alley. thick lens big, thick lens. You need to fix the camera. Found in Lamplighter's apartment in the back alley. glitter glue a small tube of pink glitter glue. You want to take a photo of Nico (sticky) or a library card (sticky). Found in Kip's room at the factory. Photo Nico Not a Cat! Backup! Third time
charm? It's funny. Lookin' Good Nico blinked into this. (Photo with eyes closed) Very photogenic. There can't be too much good! The final photo. You want to take a photo of Nico (sticky) or Kip library card (photo where Nico blinked can not be used.) Obtained from a photo booth on the street Seller. Kip's Library Card Title says: Kip
Silverpoint Ph.D. Required to make a Library Card (sticky) or Kip Library Card. Received from Kip at the factory after requesting a library card in the library. Mask gas mask is used to filter air for breathing. Required to bypass the Barrence areas with gas vents. Received from a safe in the rocks. rubber glove gloves designed to prevent
chemical damage. You need to make a wet sponge. Received from an old factory. The novelty T-shirt I herd rams and all I got is a lousy T-shirt! Required to enter the secret club Ram. Trades with Magpie after requesting a better solution for wool. Kip Library Card from Kip. Nico's own photo is glued. You have to meet George. Received
by combining a Library card (sticky) with an image of Nico or a photo of Nico (sticky) with a library card Kip. Library cards (sticky) There's a glitter glue all over her photo now... You want to make a Kip library card. Received by combining the library card Of Kip with the brilliance of glue. Photo Nico (sticky) The back of the photo is covered
with glitter glue. You want to make a Kip library card. Received by combining a photo of Nico with a glitter glue. mud bag dirt, for growing plants. (In Steam was not available for this period. Since then it's been Required to get the Revival Steam Achievement. Received from Mason in the apartments. water tablets goes into the water,
presumably. It is necessary to make medical water. Received from a seller on the seller's street. Medicinal water Tablet for water dissolves in it. Required to get the Revival Steam Achievement. Obtained by combining a water pill with a tube of water. Clover Black Clover. Acts as a guide to posting author's notes. Received at the entrance
to the tower. empty tube Empty Tube. Used to hold water. You need to make a tube of water, if it has already been emptied once. Obtained by emptying a tube of water in the garden. Bottle of pond water It has the consistency of glue. Red herring on a related puzzle. Obtained by combining a filled syringe with an empty bottle. Unused
Next Items are not used in the steam version of OneShot. They are listed as debugging, old or beta depending on their purpose. Italianized names are unofficial. Description of the name of the icon Using classification N/A Boots These boots will make it possible to move quickly. Used to move quickly in the original version of OneShot. It
may be used to allow you to move faster while debugging in the remake version. The old/debugging OF THIS IS MAY have been used to save at some point during debugging. Debugging Key 1 N/ A Opportunity required to place a marked number in a BOX. Beta Key 2 N/A Opportunity must be placed in a room marked BOX. Beta Key 3
N/A Opportunity must be placed in a room marked BOX. Beta Magazine (Active) N/A Unknown. It may be related to the magazine (copy). beta magazine (copy) N/ A Unknown. May be associated with the magazine (Active). The N/A beta bottle is used in the original OneShot version as an empty bottle. The old Clippers N/A Made of
Clippers (Rusty) and Oilcan, required to cut vines that block passage to the shelter in an unused room under the Red Sky/City Gate. Beta Clippers (Rusty) N/A Made from the Clippers combined with Oilcan. Beta Oilcan N/A makes the Clippers in combination with the Clippers (Rusty). Sprite was reused as a heating kettle in the Secret
Ram Club. Beta Solstice You Go Beyond. Warning! The next section contains spoilers for the solstice. If you haven't played OneShot and haven't made a solstice run yet or if you don't want to be badly spoiled, feel free to turn your back on this section. Below is a list of items added to the Solstice update. Icon Title Description Using
Getting Glowing Magazine Is Glowing Now...? Used to spawn a mine trolley up deep mines in The Bad and boats to burials in Glen. Also used for clues inside the hourglass To the Sanctuary. Transformation of a strange magazine. Drive memory floppy floppy disks. The main memory drive is Proto. Used to purchase a memory drive
(backup) received from Proto in the mines. A memory drive (backup) floppy disk containing a backup. A A Proto data. Received after backing up Proto's memories in the mines. Charged battery Working, battery. Used by Cedric to repair the aircraft. Received from Glen Research Station. the wind music box. A music box made by the
author. Used by Cedric to attach aircraft. Received from the Magpies. Links No. 1.0 1.1 1.2 An earlier method that was used in the solstice route before the idea of using three symbols as a gameplay of progress. Found on an unused and undedicated map with map131. 2.0 2.1 2.2 Oneshot - Unused Room : Room at the Gates of the City
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